The non-parametric capillary problem in the absence of gravity can be replaced by a Dirichiet probledi for a quasilmnear equation of mixed type . by introducing a stream function. We prove a maximum principle for an expression depending on the gradientof the stream function and, furthermore, regularity properties of C1(Q)-solutions.in-domains Q with corners.
Introduction
We consider the non-parametric capillary problem in the absence of gravity. One see FINN and CONCIJS [2] and FINN [3] . Here n is the exterior unit normal on,aQ, I u I 2 = u , -j-u, and 2H = .!--t cosy, where is the area of Q and Qj the length of I Q.
.
I .
The problem to find explicit geometric criteria for the existence, of solutions of (1.1), (1.2) has been 'met with only partial success up to the present time, see FINN [3] . It can be replaced by a Dirichlet problem for a quasilinear equation of mixed type by introducing a stream function. We show that the problem of existence of solu-tions for this problem can be reduced to a certain boundary gradient estimate. In the last part .bf this paper we study the behavior of 0 1 (Q)-solutions of (1.1), (1.2) over domains with corners. We prove, in particular, that CI (D)-solutions belong to, the --class C.A (Q) , 0 < 2 < 1, if 0 < a <i is satisfied for the interior angles at the corners.
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2. The associated birichiet problem -
• V1 +tt I 2 -Since (v1 -Hx1 ) ± (v2 -Hx2 ) = 0, it is possible to introduce a stream function --by setting .
•
Suppose the boundary-a.Q is given by x(s) = (X I (s), x2 (s)), where s is' the are length.
We assume that the boundary aQ is . piecewisesmooth. On its smooth parts we have
=cos y+H(x2±1-2xj).
By integrating from 0 to s we get .
-
where Q(s) is sketched in Figure 1 . We mention that (J aQ I) = 0. = 0 in Q. From (2.3) we obtain immediately u = --i-1/1 -H 1x 1 2 + const.
• If < y ^ is satisfied, then the assumption max F <1 is fulfilled.
Now we ask for domains with v( s)
on the smooth parts of bQ. By differentiating we have x 12 -x21 =0 and, since' • x = -cn where x is the curvature of 9Q at x(s), we can infer that d lx l 2
•.
Hence, since (2.5) must be satisfied on the smooth parts of aD, we obtain regular m-goñs and domains which we get from these polygons by rounding off one or some corners by the.incircle with coordinate origin at the point of symmetry. The inequality max F < 1 is in these cases equivalent to H max lxi < 1. This means that y> --
80
• a m must be fulfilled. In fact, this is exactly the corner condition, see FnN [3] , --+ y > --, where a is the interior angle at the corners.. (p) + b11
Since . where the g' 1 ' are certain regular functions depending on p. Thus we get from the above that F satisfies the equation
a1 (p) F 15 + bF , , = 4H2(1 -F)
with known functions b1 belonging to C'(Q). The classical maximum principle implies max F = max F, provided V € C'(Q) n C3(Q) and max [4: p. 225] , is fulfilled for such domain. Using this condition it, is possible to derive the inequality max F(x, (x)) = C < 1 for a C1 (Q)-sblution of (2.4), (2.2) if -'Q is sufficiently near a circle. The constant C'does not depend on tp. Then, by a standard argument, from the above maximum principle it follows the existence of a solution of (2.4), (2.2) I S Remark: We may weaken the-assumption of the above theorem to V E C'() only and max F <1. This follows from the weak formulation of the equation (2.4), see
-
Part 4, since E .Cc (Q) is a consequence of the regularity theory 'for quasilinear elliptic equations of second order.
Domains with corners
L. SDI0N [7] has shown that. if j-+ y> --and a < 7r, then a solution of (1. 
where' ---
a1(x,)='(tp,-Hx2),-a 2 (X, )
=' F + Hx1 ) -
and V is given by (2.2).
Let the origin be a corner. of Q. We assume that a,p, a 2Q are in C2 and that a,.Q has positive and a2 Q negative slope at the origin, see Figure 2 . 
Theorem: Let u E C1 (Q) n C2(Q) be a solution of (1.1), (1.2). Under the-condition 0 <
t for all interior angles at the corners we have u € C' 1 (Q) n 112(Q), 0 < ) < 1.
r Proof: Results of thistype were proved by MIERSEMANN [5, 6] . Some details differ from [5, 6] . The first distinction is that the vector field (a 1 (x, q), a2 (x 1 q )), q =V, is strongly monotone with respect to q for IJ < 1 only where again p , -fix21 P2 = , + 11x1 .. The second one is the dependence onx. It is nothard to prove that, -the results of [5] stay true for strongly monotone C1 -vector fields depending on x. : We omit the pr6of of this fact.
It is sufficient to prove the regularity properties near the corners. Set e = n B(0) where Be(0) is a disk with radius Q and the centhr at the origin. Assuming Proof: This comparison principle, follows immediately by using the convexity of E and the fact that for all € H 2 we have
where in this part we put a1 = a1 (x, q) with q = Here q, is a function belonging to E I From the Lemma it follows that there exists at most one solution E . C'(Q) of (4.1) such that F(x, ) < 1.
A function 99 € C'(Q) n 0 2(Qe \ {01) is said to be a barrier of ip at x = 0 if the following conditions are fulfilled:
. . From the Lemma we obtain q ^ V in .g for a barrier T. Put
where (r, 0) denote polar coordinates in the plane and A, 1u andr positive constants. We will show that one can choose these constants in such a way that q satisfies (i) to (iii), provided e > 0 is small enough. Since 0 € C2 (1 we. have -
where Ih(x)i c1Ix12.
-According to our assumption one has - Now we will prove p Z-! mp on a.Q n B,.-Again, this inequality is tru . e if we have
From the definition of c0 (o) it follows that the previous iriequalityis satisfied for all O < oo' provided is small enough.
• Now we check the assumption (i). An easy calculation yields • EC''(QO)nH2(QQ)fora).with 0<,< 1, see [5] : Since u is given by (2.3), the same is true for u.
Remark: if we assume that u € C(D), then we can control c(o) and we get IIu IiC 1 .A13 ) C ,for 0 <fi < 2 < 1, provided we have chosen ft > 0 sufficiently small. The constant C depends, for fixed Q and y, on jJuI[cI,p(j) only.
Once one has obtained v' € C'-'(Q), it is possible to apply the theory of linear elliptic equations of second order ,in domains with corners, see AZZAM [1] • to / cos2y\ a tg---=(l-.
1tg--.
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